APPENDIX D:

SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
Figs D1 & D2: Proposed entrance White Street extension. Looking south-east down White Street (top left) and looking north-west across the small bridge towards the Robertson cemetery and the proposed Bergzicht Development.

Figs D3 & D4: Extension of White Street passing through the Robertson Cemetery.
Looking towards the proposed entrance (above). Looking away from the proposed entrance towards the neighbouring Wolvek Wellington Farm (below left and the cemetery). White Street and Robertson beyond (below right).
Fig D19: Panoramic vista (135 degrees) looking towards the subject land from the south-easterly corner.

Fig D20: Panoramic vista (90 degrees) looking south-eastwards away from the subject land towards the Willem Nels River and Robertson. Thick stands of alien invasive plants (Eucalypts) choke the Willem Nels floodplain (outside the subject land).
Fig D21 - D22: The “Kruithuis” or gun powder house dated 1911 (inset), a national monument lies just outside the subject property. This structure will be left undisturbed.

Fig D23 - D24: A small disused, concrete structure is located just inside the subject property. Permission to demolish this structure is being requested.
Figs D25 & D26: A small, shallow earth dam is located just outside the subject land. The dam appears to leak and is no longer in use (above right).

Figs D27 & D28: The irrigation belonging to the Willem Nels River Irrigation Board (Water User Association) which traverses the subject land at the 214m contour. The Developer intends replacing the unlined earth canal with a pipeline or as per specification of the Water User Association.
Figs D29 & D30: Thorny natural vegetation found below the leaking earthen dam (above left) and Robertson Karoo veld with Aloe stigmala (*aalwyn*) (above right).

Fig D31: Erosion gulleys probably as a result of the irrigation canal breaking, filled with building rubble, dumped illegally.

Fig D32: View across the neighbouring fruit and wine farms.
Fig. D37 & D38: Intersection of White and Paul Kruger streets, Robertson. Looking down Paul Kruger Street (above left) and straight across to White Street (above right).

Fig. D39 & D40: The Willem Nels River in flood (winter 2006).